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Article: 
Matter consists infinitely of pieces of matter there is not an atom nor its 
components, in chemical interactions it interacts infinitely , electrons are an 
infinite flow of energy light as well is an infinite flow of energy.matter is 
infinite and has its characteristics infinitely , compounds consist of two 
elements infinitely , a compound to have its own completely different 
characteristics it should consist of two elements infinitely.

A photo of Gold atoms :

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atom#/media/File:Atomic_resolution_Au1
00.JPG

in the same section:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atom#Identification

These are in fact protrusions on the surface of a gold bar ,  gold 
protrusions according to my theory   are ultimately tiny balls of gold 
itself , Atomic number of gold is 79 it easy to see it consists of only 79 
protons so why cant I see protons , neutrons and even electrons ? 
they are just dots without particle composition nor electrons they are 
just golden protrusions in a microscopic level and the gaps are just 
holes. 
in some surfaces you can see the protrusions I'm referring to by naked
eyes
according to my understanding , matter is matter whether it is solid 
liquid or gas , iron water and hydrogen are all matter , gold has 
protrusions and melted gold has protrusions as well , water has 
protrusions and hydrogen also, the surface of water seems smooth 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atom#Identification
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atom#/media/File:Atomic_resolution_Au100.JPG
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atom#/media/File:Atomic_resolution_Au100.JPG


but it is in fact full of protrusions , hydrogen gas also has protrusions 
on his surface , you may ask why I am able to move my hand through 
gasses as well as liquids because yo simply cut them you won't feel 
gas on your hand because it is soft.

those balls or protrusion do not melt because matter is in fact infinite 
and it melts infinitely -liquid and gas- the protrusions are just a 
collection of this soft-infinitely melted - matter.

for infinite matter to  satisfy absolute smooth surface should  not 
exist , i.e there always should be protrusions on every surface- 
moving your hand through gas or liquid is just cutting that gas or liquid
with your hand-


